This work proposes a novel part-based method for visual object tracking. In our model, keypoints are considered as elementary predictors localizing the target in a collaborative search strategy. While numerous methods have been proposed in the model-free tracking literature, finding the most relevant features to track remains a challenging problem. To distinguish reliable features from outliers and bad predictors, we evaluate feature saliency comprising three factors: the persistence, the spatial consistency, and the predictive power of a local feature. Saliency information is learned during tracking to be exploited in several algorithm components: local prediction, global localization, model update, and scale change estimation. By encoding the object structure via the spatial layout of the most salient features, the proposed method is able to accomplish successful tracking in difficult real life situations such as long-term occlusion, presence of distractors, and background clutter. The proposed method shows its robustness on challenging public video sequences, outperforming significantly recent state-of-the-art trackers. Our Salient Collaborating Features Tracker (SCFT) also demonstrated a high accuracy even if a few local features are available.
Introduction
search strategy, the target state estimation is carried out via local features rotations), as well as those originating from its environment (i.e. occlusion, background clutter, distractors). the restriction of small displacements by using particle filtering to reduce 159 the search space as proposed in [28] . This allows us to avoid computing local Malsburg, where several cues contribute to a joint result with different levels 181 of reliability [29] . In their approach, the elements that are consistent with 182 the global result are considered as reliable and are assigned a higher weight 183 in the future. This strategy has been adopted in other object tracking works 
188
• The persistence value ω of a given feature is used to evaluate the degree 189 of co-occurrence between the target and the keypoint, and to determine 190 if the feature should be removed from the pool.
191
• The spatial consistency matrix Σ reflects the motion correlation be-
192
tween the feature and the target center in the local prediction function.
193
• The predictive power ψ indicates the accuracy of the past local predic- 
197
Note that both the spatial consistency and the predictive power are de-198 signed to assess the feature quality. On the other hand, the persistence value 199 is related to the occurrence level, disregarding the usefulness of the feature. tracking algorithm is presented in figure 3 and detailed in the next sections. 
where:
226
• d is the SIFT keypoint descriptor comprising 128 elements to describe 227 the gradient information around the keypoint position;
228
• θ is the detection angle corresponding to the main orientation of the 229 keypoint;
230
• σ is the detection scale of the keypoint;
231
• V = [δ x , δ y ] is a voting vector describing the target center location with 232 respect to the keypoint location (see figure 4) ; 
where ∆ θ,t and ρ t are respectively the orientation angle difference and the 258 scale ratio between the first and the current detection of f : defined using a 2D Gaussian probability density function as
Global localization
To achieve global prediction of the target position, features in F t collabo-269 rate according to their saliency properties (persistence and predictive power ).
270
The global localization map M g is thus created at time t to represent the 271 target center likelihood considering all the detected features. Concretely, the 272 global map is computed by aggregating local maps according to the equation
The final target location x * t is then found as
Estimating the scale

275
We also exploit saliency information to determine the target size S t at 276 time t. Scale change estimation is carried out by using the scale ratios of the 277 most persistent keypoints. We denote by F * t ⊂ F t the subset including 50%
278
of the elements in F t , having the highest value of ω t . Then we compute
to estimate the current target size, taking into account the object size S 
where the current estimate of Σ is
and
cur is the offset vector measured at time t given the global localization (i)
The predictive power ψ 
Algorithm -Match features to get F t ⊆ P 5:
-Find local prediction resultx
t : (Eq. 13)
end for 10:
-Compute global likelihood map M g,t (x): (Eq. 7)
11:
-Find global location x * t : (Eq. 8) {output for frame t}
12:
-Estimate target size S t : (Eq. 9) {output for frame t} 13:
-Update ω t+1 : (Eq. 10)
15:
-Remove non-persistent features (i.e. ω t+1 ≤ ω min ) 16 :
-update Σ as the feature achieves good local predictions. Consequently, the feature is 318 considered as a reliable predictor, and its contribution in the global localiza-319 tion function (Eq. 7) becomes more prominent. We note that both Σ and ψ 320 are designed to evaluate the feature quality. However, the former affects local 321 predictions while the latter weights its contribution in the global localization.
322
The overall tracking algorithm steps are presented in Alg. 1. 
Dataset
339
We evaluate the trackers on 20 challenging video sequences. Sixteen of 340 them are from an object tracking benchmark commonly used by the commu-341 nity [33] . The four other sequences jp1, jp2, wdesk, and wbook were captured 342 in our laboratory room using a Sony SNC-RZ50N camera. The area was clut-343 tered with desks, chairs, and technical video equipment in the background.
344
The video frames are 320x240 pixels recorded at 15 fps. We manually created shows the percentage of frames (precision) where the predicted target center 373 is within the given threshold distance from the ground truth center.
374
Success plot. By analogy to the precision plot that shows percentages 375 of frames corresponding to several threshold distances of the ground truth, 376 the authors in [33] argue that using one success rate value at an overlap ratio 
Long-term occlusion
406
We evaluated the six methods in face tracking under long-term partial oc-407 clusion (up to 250 consecutive frames). In the faceocc and wbook, the tracked 408 face remains partially occluded by an object several times for a long period. 
429
The success plots of long-term occlusion videos for SCFT and SAT show 430 that both trackers can achieve more than 80% success rate as long as the 431 required overlap ratio is lower than 0.5. Both trackers also had the two 432 best precision curves, but SCFT performed significantly better under high 433 requirement in accuracy (i.e. location error threshold lower than 15 pixels).
434
As expected, the precision curve of MSIT is located below the others, since In the jp1 video, we aim to track a face in presence of three other distract-446 ing faces, moving around the target and partially occluding it several times.
447
The corresponding OR and CLE plots show that the proposed SCFT method In the tiger1 and tiger2 sequences, the target exhibits fast movements However, a high absolute value for a would suggest that the algorithm re-550 quires a large number of features to achieve accurate tracking. In our case, Table 6 : Parameter values used in SCFT with each video from the subset including girl, tiger1, David2, deer, and boy.
• ω min : the persistence threshold used to determine if the feature should 591 be removed from the model;
592
In order to evaluate the sensitivity of SCFT to parameters, we considered 593 the same subset of five sequences and ran our tracker multiple times on each 594 video, using the optimized parameters of the other videos. was not dramatically affected by the change of parameters. Table 9 : Processing time comparison for SCFT and the five other trackers on the video sequence David2. time/video: the total processing time (seconds), time/frame: the average processing time for one frame (seconds).
implemented in Matlab by the authors and run on our described computer. 
